SOLUTION OVERVIEW

Interim CIO, CTO or CDO

Technology is integral to nearly every business function in your
organization. And, when it isn’t functioning effectively, the
negative impact on your business can be catastrophic. When
it’s time to make a leadership change, consider an Interim CIO,
CTO or CDO (Chief Digital Officer) who can quickly grab the
reins and transform performance of the information
technology function within your company. These proven
leaders can deliver the game-changing results your business
needs to compete effectively and succeed.
Interim CIOs should possess a number of skills and capabilities.
They certainly need to understand technology - to sort out hype
from the reality. They need to discern the appropriate role of
technology within your business and they need to grasp your
company's culture and its role in supporting change across the
enterprise. Cimphoni's interim leaders possess these skills and
capabilities. And, when finished, they will help you recruit your
next IT leader.

When your IT function
has become a drag on
the organization’s ability
to advance strategic
priorities, it’s time for an
Interim CIO, CTO or CDO
with the leadership skills,
technical savvy and
business expertise to
deliver results.

Benefits of bringing a Cimphoni Interim CIO, CTO or CDO into your
organization:
•

A Cimphoni Interim CIO will leverage our proven,
methodology to assess your IT organization, diagnose
issues and develop a plan to transform IT performance.

•

We will engage business and IT leaders directly in defining
an IT strategy and implementation roadmap using an
extremely collaborative, non-technical approach. This will
begin to change the way business and IT leaders partner to
achieve the strategic goals of the enterprise.

•

In addition to culture change and IT leadership
development, we will look at IT as both an organization and
a critical business function. We will then deterine how best
to structure this function across the enterprise.
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Our Interim Leadership Delivery Model - From Opportunity to Value
Cimphoni's Interim CIO/CTO/CDO engagements focus on four areas. First, we immediately
address tactical IT issues impacting business performance. Second, we develop and implement
transformational IT initiatives that support your strategic goals. Third, we create a high performing
IT culture by defining virtuous behaviors, reinforced with appropriate incentives. Finally, we ensure
that core competenices are in place to sustain an agile and responsive IT function.
INNOVATE:
DEFINE
OPPORTUNITY

ENABLE:
CREATE
SOLUTION

TRANSFORM:
GENERATE
VALUE

UNDERSTAND
Customer loyalty (NPS)

ASSESS
Customer value drivers

EVALUATE
App & infra alignment

Emerging threats

Competitive advantages

IT agility & speed

Role of IT in your industry

Structure of IT "function"

Existing IT competencies

DESIGN
Digital business strategy

DEVELOP
App portfolio & infra plan

DEPLOY
EBIDTA-driven initiatives

IT functional model

IT org model, HR support

Change mgmt, training

IT culture & competencies

Behaviors & incentives

Role model behaviors

MEASURE
Impact on EBITDA

REFINE
Learnings - wins & gaps

CHECKPOINT
Update apps & infra

Agility, speed-to-market

Realign IT structure

Address knowledge gaps

Employee engagement

Address culture issues

Reinforce need to change

About Cimphoni

Contact Us

Cimphoni is built on the premise that technology, when properly
applied and led, can deliver innovative solutions that transform
businesses, enrich the products and services we rely on daily,
and improve the quality of our lives. The Cimphoni team is
comprised of technology and business leaders with a thirst for
innovation and a passion for solving problems. Founded in
2012, Cimphoni serves customers throughout the United States
from its headquarters in suburban Milwaukee.

888-365-4176
info@cimphoni.com
www.cimphoni.com

More information can be found at www.cimphoni.com.

